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A 2-day Pay As You Feel festival in
celebration of gender diversity

ENCOUNTERS

Fri 28 & Sat 29
June 2019

We believe dance can make
the world a better place.
We know it can create deep
connections between different

sorts of people drawn together
by seeing, and talking about,
the kinds of works you’ll
experience at Encounters.
We know the challenge is
huge, and that Encounters
is small, so each edition
will focus on a particular
element of a bigger theme.
We invite you to join us
in sparking new thinking,
new conversation and
new connectivity.

Wieke Eringa,
Artistic Director of
Yorkshire Dance

For this Encounters we reach out to
a wider group of people, including
families, in the investigation of gender
diversity through dance, whilst
celebrating the experiences of Trans,
queer and non-binary artists.
During two years of international
work around dance and gender, three
critical questions kept emerging:
• Who does it affect and how and who
is talking and/or dancing about it?
• How does our experience of
gender rub up against that
of class and ethnicity?
• And… how does dance
make a difference?
Is it only people in the LGBTQ+
communities who are interested in this
topic or does it affect us all? If each
of us is an expert in our own real-lived
experience of gender, can we connect
and learn with each other whilst using
our bodies through movement?
With curiosity and creativity we hope to
explore themes such as power, agency,
gaze, cliché, embodiment, safety,
sensuality, care, pleasure and joy!

Pay what you feel
We’re committed to making the
festival affordable for everyone.
With that in mind we invite you to
pay what you feel like paying on
the day – so come to everything
that takes your fancy.

Booking is essential
You can make a booking to any
event via our website:
www.yorkshiredance.com
Alternatively, you can make
a booking over the phone.
Please give us a ring on:
0113 243 8765

With special thanks
To Joseph Mercier for his
curatorial advice and to
Michelle Dee, Kate Stonestreet,
Nicole Murmann and Andi
Walker for their support.

Wieke Eringa

#EncountersLeeds

www.yorkshiredance.com

Encounters will bring together
inspiring dance artists with a
diverse crowd to share food,
conversation, participation and
performance in Leeds. We’re
welcoming everyone – those
who don’t normally come
to performances as well as
those who frequently do.

WELCOME

Yorkshire Dance is building
a community of activists
– from all walks of life –
around performances that
address some of the big
questions of our age.

Gender Diversity
through dance
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Workshop

Talk

Performing
Gender

Does Dance Make
A Difference
When Performing
Gender?

Thurs 27th & Fri 28th June,
10:00am - 5:00pm (each day)
Studio 1 & 2
Ages 16+
For dance artists, dance
students & others with a
movement practice

The workshop is both a
collective experience and also a
space for people to bring their
own individual perspective,
understanding and questions
in relation to gender. Dance
training is not necessary for this
workshop, but an interest in
moving is.
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Why should we talk about
gender? Why should we explore
gender through dance? Does
dance make a difference
when we explore gender
and related themes such
as safety, power, hierarchy,
agency, gaze, beauty, cliché,
joy, pleasure and sensuality?
How? And who gets to do it?
This conversation will propose
different perspectives in relation
to the personal research,
creations, experiences or
practices developed by artists
during the 2 year Performing
Gender project. They are also
joined by others who will
bring different perspectives.
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Facilitated by Joseph Mercier,
artists Hannah Buckley, Sophie
Unwin, dramaturgs Sergio
Martinez and Tanya Steinhauser
will be joined by others to talk
about the exploration of gender
within their artistic practices.
We welcome people from
the LGBTQ+ and dance/
arts community as well as
anyone with an interest!

www.yorkshiredance.com

Taking inspiration from nature
and the idea of transformation,
Hannah and Sergio will offer
metaphors and imagery as
starting points to explore how a
fluid identity can express itself
and if it’s possible to
transcend gender.
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Box Office: 0113 243 8765

As part of the European project
Performing Gender, British
dance artist Hannah Buckley
and Spanish playwright and
dramaturg Sergio Martinez
delivered an 8 day workshop
for local dancers in Madrid.
They invite you to join them at
Yorkshire Dance as they share
elements of this workshop and
their research.

Fri 28th June,
5:15pm - 6:30pm
Martha’s Meeting Room
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Performance & Exhibition

71 BODIES
1 DANCE
by Daniel
Mariblanca

Workshop
Performance
Fri 28th June,
7:30pm – 8:41pm
Duration: 71 minutes
Studio 3
Ages 16+
Contains nudity

What is gender? What does
it mean to be transgender?
What is the difference between
a transgender person and
a cisgender person? What
differences are there between
gender identity, gender
expression, biological sex, and
sexual orientation? What does it
mean to live in the closet? What
does it mean to come out?

Exhibition,
by Ursula Kaufmann
Opening Times
Fri 28th June,
6:30pm – 9:30pm
Sat 29th June,
10:00am – 7:30pm
North Space

71 BODIES 1 DANCE is
an interdisciplinary and
choreographic initiative by
Daniel Mariblanca in which
photography and dance
performance are in dialogue to
create an intersectional format
that pertains to the reality and
complexity of the wide spectrum
of (trans)gender identities.

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Image: Ursula Kaufmann
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The work is inspired by 71
personal experiences and
testimonies from transgender
individuals in Europe.
Yorkshire Dance presents
fifteen of the 71 portraits and
three black little boxes.
This artistic project gives visibility,
awakes curiosity and generates
knowledge about the transgender
community – from a human
level through an artistic work.
By exposing diverse ways of
being, the project propose
new references and ways
of appreciating beauty
and producing desire.

My Body
My Home
workshop
with Daniel
Mariblanca

Sat 29th June,
10:00am – 12:00 midday
Studio 2
Ages 16+

Inspired by Daniel Mariblanca’s
71 BODIES 1 DANCE, this
workshop is open to dance
professionals and people with
movement experience. Divided
into three parts, participants
will first reflect upon different
spaces and then analyse
how these spaces affect the
way we express ourselves
verbally and physically. After
improvising concepts and tools
of movement, participants will
be invited to reflect upon and
draw from relevant aspects of
their lives. This workshop will
involve working individually and
in a group.

Workshop

The Joy of
Moving
with TC Howard
Sat 29th June,
10:00am - 12:00 midday
Studio 3
Ages 16+
All abilities welcome

Workshop

Wild Rumpus
Workshop
with Jemma
Broomhead

A safe space is created for
those from all walks of life to
join in this playful exploration of
moving, connecting, self-care,
affirmation and joy. Life gives us
plenty of reasons to disconnect,
but this is an ideal chance to
re-connect with your body and
fall in love with it again. We
especially welcome members
of the LGBTQ+ communities of
different ages and ethnicities.

Sat 29th June,
10:30am - 11:30am
Studio 1
Ages 3–8
All abilities welcome
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If you would like to dress up
in your favourite costume or
bring some dressing up clothes,
please feel free. We will also
provide some dressing up
clothes and props for you to
have fun with.

www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Image: Sara Teresa

Unleash your inner monster and
join us for an hour of fun, fierce
moving and grooving. Inspired
by “Where the Wild Things Are”
by Maurice Sendak, our friendly
Wild Rumpus workshop explores
the idea of creatures, wildness
and dress up. Shy monsters are
very welcome.

Image: Sara Teresa
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Performance

Workshop

TOMBO(Y)LA
by Amy Bell

Bravery of
Being You
with TC Howard

Sat 29th June,
12:30pm – 1:15pm
2:15pm – 3:00pm
5:30pm – 6:15pm
Foyer
Audiences are encouraged
to drop in and stay as long
as they wish

A conversation with a dancer
dancing in conversation
with their gender.
A rolling archive of tomboyhood.
A drop-in durational installation.
Give it a spin.

the gaps between names,
nouns, declarations and
the affects, emotions and
potentials of embodiment.
TOMBO(Y)LA asks what it
might be to move differently
within gendered attempts to
fix the flux of experience.
You are welcome to join Amy in
conversations - thinking out loud
and being with the questions
rather than being satisfied
with the answers. You are
welcome to simply watch. You
are welcome to come and go.
Supported by Arts Council England, Tanzhaus
Zürich, The Pebble Trust, The Place, The Studio
Brighton, Yorkshire Dance, Wellcome Collection.
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Ages 6 – 106
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“It takes courage to become
who you really are.”
— E.E Cummings

To take up space

An intergenerational workshop
for all people aged six to 106.

To be seen, to be heard,
to watch, to enjoy

Yorkshire Dance warmly
welcomes back TC Howard, in a
workshop that invites everyone
to celebrate who they are.

To be responsive and
generous and follow your nose

To surprise and expand

To feel connected and
playfully interact with the
world around you
To get a glimpse of all the things
you are and are yet to become

www.yorkshiredance.com

TOMBO(Y)LA dances in that
space between language and
embodiment and opens up
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Box Office: 0113 243 8765

What is a tomboy? How does
that word live in the body and
why would anybody want to
grow out of it? How does the
gene pool lottery connect with
learned patterns of movement
to shape our felt sense of body,
gender, self and belonging?

Sat 29th June,
12:45pm – 1:45pm (Studio 1)
2:45pm – 3:45pm (Studio 2)
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Workshop

Workshop

Voguing
Workshop
with Darren
Pitchard

Rainbow
Ceilidh

Sat 29th June
2:00pm – 3:00pm
Studio 1

Sat 29th June
4:00pm – 6:00pm
Studio 1
Ages 3+
All abilities
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All abilities

Back by popular demand,
Darren Pritchard (Mother of
The House of Flava) returns to
Yorkshire Dance to Vogue.
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Join us for the most colourful
ceilidh of the century! This
traditional, fun filled, Gaelic
group dance comes to
Encounters with a rainbow
twist. Set against a backdrop
of live folk music and popup performances from
Darren Pitchard’s House of
Flava, this is an unmissable
dance extravaganza.
The Rainbow Ceilidh will take
place in one of our beautiful,
fully accessible dance studios.
Whether you want to dance, or

sit back and watch, everyone is
welcome to drop in and out.
No previous dance or ceilidh
experience is necessary.
Before the ceilidh begins there
will be a chance to get glammed
up. A voguing station will be
running from 2:00pm-4:00pm
in South Space where you’ll find
glitter, facepainting and a whole
load of fancy dress! For more
information head to page 18.

www.yorkshiredance.com

In this workshop you will
have the opportunity to
explore the moves of Vogue
– spinning, dipping, and

As well as discovering Ballroom
culture and voguing, you will
also learn the history and
context of the art form, and the
fundamentals of Vogue Femme.
Box Office: 0113 243 8765

This highly stylised form of
dance was created by the
black and latino LGBTQ+
community in Harlem, New
York. Emerging from the club
scene of the 80s, participants
of Vogue are encouraged to
explore the representation of,
and free themseleves from,
gender-normative roles.

werqqqqing to achieve a short
piece of choreography.
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Performance

Performance

Double Bill:
Marikiscrycrycry
& Joseph Mercier

Joseph Mercier –
Desperate Gestures
This place is post Whitney,
and post Michael. This place
is Paris Hilton’s sex tape. And
Britney’s breakdown. This
place is a dream of a dream
of the American Dream. And
where dreams go to die. And
where dreams go to make
their mommies proud.

Sat 29th June
6:30pm – 7:30pm
Studio 3
Ages 16+
Swearing and sexual content.
Marikiscrycrycry - He’s Dead
An assemblage of choreographic
images and tableaus studying
the creation of Black futurity
using contemporary and
historic cultural references.
Marikiscrycrycry utilises powerful
choreographic skills to address
melancholia, beginning with the
question “Was Tupac depressed?”

Image: Uemura Tadayuki
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www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

(Malik Nashad Sharpe (they/them))
is a choreographer and dancer.
Currently artist-in-residence at
Tate Britain/Tate Modern, Malik is
also the recipient of an ArtsAdmin
Bursary and has recently worked
with the English National Opera
and Gate Theatre. Other work
includes performances and
commissions at Frieze art fair,
Fierce Festival and the Marlborough
Theatre to name just a few.
Marikiscrycrycry’s work excavates
multiple themes of Blackness
and Queerness. This work is
presented in partnership with
New Queers on The Block.

This project is working with
the idea that any attempt to
be present can’t be separated
from a culture of convenience,
a fetish for the new, and a
commodification of the ‘now’
that permeates every cell of
contemporary life and so any
attempt to present might be
something of a desperate
gesture. We feel backwards
through queer histories, and
reach forward to horizons of
possibility. Drawing on queer
subcultures, counter cultures
and pop cultures, we make
a spectacle of ourselves.
We may look trivial and cheap,
camp and pathetic, but these
are the materials of queer world
building and we demand they
be taken seriously. Or maybe
not. Perhaps too much is lost
if we get taken too seriously.
This is a work in progress
showing of the work.

Image: Drazen Priganica
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Performing Gender: Workshop
Does Dance Make a Difference
When Performing Gender: Talk
71 BODIES 1DANCE: Exhibition
Opening

Workshop

71 BODIES 1DANCE:
Performance

Saturday 29th June 2019

71 BODIES 1DANCE: Exhibition
Opening Times

Wild Rumpus: Workshop with
Jemma Broomhead
Tombo(y)la by Amy Bell
Bravery of Being You: Workhop
with TC Howard
Voguing Workshop with
Darren Pitchard
Rainbow Ceilidh
Double Bill: Marikiscrycrycry and
Joseph Mercier

2pm

Exhibtion

The Joy of Moving: Workshop
with TC Howard

1pm

Talk

My Body My Home: Workshop
with Daniel Mariblanca

TIMETABLE

10am

Performance

Friday 28th June 2019

Food & Drink
Everyone is more than welcome
to hang out comfortably and
creatively in our building throughout
Encounters.
You’ll be able to enjoy drinks and
delicious snacks from our bar,
which will be open all weekend.
Tea and coffee will also be available
for when you need an extra
boost between events. Lunch
will be available on Saturday
from 11:45am to 1:30pm and
you can join us for an afternoon
tea from 3:00pm to 4:00pm.

Extra Activities

Image: Sara Teresa

www.yorkshiredance.com

Strike a pose! On Saturday from
2.00-4.00pm drop in at the
Voguing Station (South Space)
for face painting, glitter and
fabulous accessories. Your
chance to glam up ready for the
Rainbow Ceilidh (see page 13).

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

While you are waiting, join us in
our festival bar. We’ll have arts
and crafts activities throughout
the festival, for children and adults
alike. Come participate in games
and get your crafty side out.
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Access Information

Booking Information

Accessibility and inclusion is at the
heart of the ethos of Encounters.
All doors in our building are
wheelchair accessible and all
floors can be reached via a lift.

Encounters is a 2-day Pay As You
Feel festival exploring gender
diversity.

Accessible and gender neutral
toilets are available on all floors.
We encourage everyone to use the
toilets which best align with their
gender identity or expression.
There will be a quiet space
available throughout Encounters
should you want to step away
from the action. This will be
located in Martha’s Meeting
Room and all staff will be able to
point you in the right direction.
We are committed to ensuring
that Yorkshire Dance is a safe and
welcoming space. We ask that you
respect everyone around you.
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With that in mind we’re inviting you
to pay what you feel like paying on
the day. During the festival there
will be payment points available
for contributions. Whether it’s
20p or £20, any payment will be
greatly received and appreciated.
Booking is essential for all
Encounters events. Please
book online via our website
or alternatively give us a
call on 0113 243 8765.
We can’t wait to see you there!

www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Image: Sara Teresa

If you have any questions or
concerns about access or inclusion
please give us a call on
0113 243 8765 or email us at:
admin@yorkshiredance.com

We’re committed to making the
festival affordable for everyone
and ensuring that everyone
has a chance to participate.
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support
our
work

Thanks to the incredible
generosity of our donors last
year, 6176 participants, from
toddlers to care home residents
with dementia, enjoyed
regular dance sessions.
Over 200 local dance artists
received valuable advice,
space and support.

You can support our work by
making a donation or by leaving
a gift in your Will. Every gift
makes a huge difference.
If you would like to discuss
making a gift please get in
touch with Rachel Kingdom,
Development Manager.

rachelkingdom@yorkshiredance.com
yorkshiredance.com/support-us
Registered Charity No. 701624

Encounters Festival
25th - 26th October

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

We’re passionate about
creating opportunities for
people of all ages, backgrounds
and abilities to see, make
and take part in dance.

Ageless
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SAVE
THE
DATE
Robbie Synge ‘Ensemble’
Image: Amy Sinead

Yorkshire Dance
3 St Peter’s Buildings
St Peter’s Square
Leeds, LS9 8AH
Yorkshire Dance is in the cultural
quarter of Leeds city centre, opposite
the BBC and Leeds College of Music,
next to Northern Ballet & Phoenix
Dance Theatre, over the road from the
bus station and 15 minutes’ walk from
the train station.
Cover image: Jesús Vallinas
Yorkshire Dance
Registered Company No. 2319572
England & Wales
Registered Charity No. 701624

@YorkshireDance
#EncountersLeeds

yorkshiredance.com

